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WHO WE ARE

• We started using WMJ in 2015, and switched to Platinum August 2017
• We call it “Workamajig” or “WMJ”, but haven’t adopted calling it “the ‘jig”
• We use WMJ for everything related to the project – time tracking for meetings and 

copywriting, coordinating with design, proofing, vendor quotes and POs, and client invoicing. 
Also use the profitability and allocation reporting, and custom reports for overall business 
views.

ABOUT PMD GROUP 
& OUR RELATIONSHIP WITH WORKAMAJIG
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The marketing rep...
• Is the sole contact for the client

• Manages all marketing and rounds of proofs to/from the 
client

• Starts all projects with marketing or design time, and we 
make a new project for each separate item within a campaign 
unless the items are all for the same medium and don’t have 

production, or if they do have production, it will all be 
produced together. 

Ex: display ad set, web graphic set, poster set, etc.
The design dept...

• Titles art files based on project number and job name, and 
each new proof is an increasing number at the end.

Ex: 18-PMDGRP-02352 Workology 1.pdf

MORE ABOUT US RELEVANT TO 
THIS TALK
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We don’t...

• Give clients access to Workamajig via a login. Deliverables is 
the client’s only access to projects in WMJ .

• Have an office. We’re all home-based, so communication is 
preferred via WMJ so it’s documented.

We do...
• Use folders and file descriptions to keep files tidy:

- Support Files – Copy, Mail Lists, Client-Provided Logos & 
Images
- Final Files – Packaged Art Files
- Supplier Proofs – Live Data, Sets of Proofs
- Old Files – Unused Art PDFs

• Keep some items in Files outside of a folder:
- Final Art PDF
- Quote
- Single Supplier Proof

MORE ABOUT US RELEVANT TO 
THIS TALK

PROJECT 
MANAGEMENT 

BEFORE 
WORKAMAJIG



PROJECT 
MANAGEMENT 

AFTER 
WORKAMAJIG

12WHY 
PMD GROUP 
USES 
DELIVERABLES
• Streamlined process
• Easy to manage rounds
• Helps with internal & client 

accountability
• Easy to check status
• Powerful tool for edits & markups
• Variety of file types supported:

- PDF
- JPG
- Video
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PMD GROUP 
USES 
DELIVERABLES
• Internal design proofs to 

marketing reps
• Client design proofs for artwork 

approval
• Client supplier proofs for 

production approval

THE PMD
PROCESS

FLOW OF A 
PROJECT

When setting up a project, we add the team and update Subscriptions. We check Diary for 
everyone on the team, and Notify for everyone that will be involved in any step of the 
Deliverable process. For this job, Bonnie is the marketing rep, Bridget is the production rep, and 
Shawna is the graphic designer.

PMD uses Specifications for all design info, and a word doc in Files for items with more than a 
few lines of copy.

We also use Files to upload ideas or samples or other items from marketing to the design team 
relevant to the project. The marketer works through the first steps of the project. When the marketing rep moves a 

project from Concepting to Production, it is ready for the design team. When there is an art 
proof for the marketing rep to review, the designer creates a deliverable titled: Design Proof.
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STEPS OF THE 
DESIGN PROOF

We generally start our Deliverable from Files with the option Send For Review. It’s easy to check 
we’re sending the correct file because of the way we name the proofs.

The deliverable is set up as an Internal Review.
The marketing rep is added as the Approver, and both the marketing rep and designer are 
automatically listed for Notify, but the marketing rep is deleted so only the designer remains.

Comments to the marketing rep are added in Instructions. And the deliverable is automatically 
set for daily reminders. 
Back on the main deliverable page, select Send for Review at the top.

The left image is what the auto email looks like the marketing rep receives. (We have a mix of 
PCs and MACs, and WMJ deliverables works great with both.) The top right image is the 
reminder email.
The marketing rep can either access via the bell (bottom right image) when logged into WMJ, 
or via the link in the original or reminder email.

When the marketing rep opens the deliverable, the comments left in Instructions appear as a 
pop-up.



Marketing makes all edits within deliverables using the tools. Each edit is a different comment, 
and you can use the tools to draw around the part of the proof being discussed. When all edits have been added, the round is marked “Please resubmit.”

Making a decision prompts an email to everyone listed in the Notify section of the Deliverable.

The designer uses dual monitors to have the deliverable edits on one screen, the design 
program with the current artwork on another and works down the list of edits. As of right now, 
we don’t use “Fix this” and Follow Up Tasks in the deliverable. We have our projects so they stay 
on revision tasks with both the marketing rep and designer until it moves to the next task.

With each new artwork proof, the designer will upload the new proof to Files, and add a round 
to the deliverable. We choose Same as Last Round, change Instructions if needed, and add the 
existing file. All rounds stay within one deliverable.

By keeping it within the same, the marketing rep can switch between past proofs and compare, 
review their past comments or edits (as shown above), and invite another person to the 
deliverable.



The invited person can see all past rounds and comments. This is especially helpful when a 
designer or marketing rep is out for the day; anyone can easily see where the job is and what 
has been done.

Once the marketing rep has made a decision as “I approve”, they then begin a new deliverable: 
Client Review (or Client Proof.)

STEPS OF THE 
CLIENT REVIEW

(OR CLIENT 
PROOF) The deliverable is set up as Client Review only. We have pre-written Instructions, but they can 

be edited. Both the marketer and designer are in Notify. The client is selected as the Approver.

Upon reviewing the deliverable, some clients use the deliverable tools and make a list of 
comments and edit requests there. Others make one long run-on comment/edit box. If that 
happens, marketing will review edits and clarify for the designer. Clients mark as “I approve” or 
“Please resubmit.”

The designer and marketing rep are notified any time a decision is made to the deliverable 
round via email. This allows the designer to make any edits, if they are clear. It also allows the 
marketing rep to review the edits and clarify anything.



The marketing rep can make comments to the designer within the deliverable by adding a reply 
to the client comment. (Keep in mind anything in the client review can be seen by the client.) 
Or they can post clarifications as a conversation, or call the designer. 

When the new art proof is ready, the designer uploads to Files and notifies the marketing rep. 
The rep reviews the file, and if it’s ready for the client review, opens the deliverable and adds a 
round with the existing file. WMJ automatically updates the name with the round number.

Rounds to the deliverable are added until it is marked “I approve.” 
The marketing rep posts a conversation to everyone on the job (estimator, graphics manager, 
designer, production) that the job has been approved and is ready for final art files. It moves to 
the production phase, if applicable.

When the client has approved the design proof, both the Client Review (or Client Proof) and 
Design Proof will show in the project as Approved.

If there is production, the person handling the production will upload the supplier proof(s) to 
Files, and notify the rep. The production coordinator will include a File Description that will be 
like a subheading in Files, and they can include a Version Comment to the marketing rep.
The marketing rep will set up a new deliverable for client review of the proof titled: Supplier 
Proof, and will include any necessary info in Information.
Like the prior rounds, edits are made until the final one is approved. Once approved by the 
client, the marketer posts a Conversation with the heading Supplier Proof Approved. And all the 
deliverable rounds are complete for the project.

• Invite others: This gives the ability to view the deliverable and add comments, but not make 
a decision.

• Send to multiple people
- Send to everyone at once
- Send to people in order
- Everyone must review

FEATURES PMD GROUP SOMETIMES USES



• We only use the statuses “I approve” and “Please resubmit”. We require marketing reps and 
clients to choose “Please resubmit” if there are any changes. If it is marked with “I approve with 
changes”, it closes the deliverable. If that is marked, we re-open the existing deliverable and 
continue with rounds until there are no changes and it is truly approved.

• We use emails for proofing items such as PowerPoints and Word Docs. PDFs, JPGs and video 
files work best in Deliverables.

• For internal & client deliverables, the designer acts and does edits without prompts from the 
marketing rep, if the instructions are clear. If not, the designer will post a conversation to the 
marketing rep, and work on that project will be paused until the marketing rep addresses the 
items.

• Remember to keep all items in the proofs client friendly.
• By adding a new deliverable round, as opposed to a new deliverable, allows the recipient to view 

past rounds and see any edit requests. It also allows your company to keep track of the number 
of rounds the project has been through.

TAKE AWAYS

THANK YOU
C o n t a c t  u s  t o  t a l k  W o r k a m a j i g !

BonnieN@pmdgrp.com
ShawnaW@pmdgrp.com
BridgetP@pmdgrp.com

877.647.0030

www.pmdgrp.com
Houston, Texas
San Antonio, Texas
Nashville, Tennessee


